St Andrews Algonquin Trip Report – May 2018
The following trip report was prepared to record a canoe and trout fishing
trip to St Andrews Lake in Algonquin Provincial Park in Ontario. The
following are some of the details that help to better describe this trip.
Travelers – Gerard, Judith, Joanna, Anatoly, Jerzy, Heather, Suzanne, and
Flossy – RACCC members. Visitors were Mike and Sarah.
Trip Leaders – Gerard and Judith; RACCC members.
Trip Dates – Thursday, May 17th to Wednesday, May 23th, 2018.
Trip Duration – Seven Days.
Driving Distance – Ottawa to Achray; approximately 230Km, one way.
Trip Map – Grand Lake, Stratton Lake, and St Andrews Lake.

This trip was planned over the duration of about two months before the
trip. Transportation, participation, canoes, meals, schedule, and group
equipment were the major planning items.
The put-in was at Achray on Grand Lake in Algonquin. The first camping
destination for the initial group of three travels (Gerard, Jerzy, Flossy) was
Stratton Lake. We were hoping to beat the incoming camping crowd
before the May long weekend to secure a great campsite on St Andrews.
The portage from Grand Lake to Stratton Lake is a short 30 meters. For this
first night a very nice campsite was taken on a rocky pine point on Stratton
Lake. Weather was just great. The lake became smooth as a mirror with
no wind. It was so still that an inflowing creek with a waterfall could be
heard coming down the hillside on the opposite side of the lake.
The next day, Friday, May 18th, was a very leisurely travel day. The portage
of 45 meters to St Andrews Lake was within sight. A large school group trip
was just leaving St Andrews and we met them on the portage. This group
had occupied almost all of camp sites on the lake over the past two days
and now we could view the available campsites and selected one that was
overlooking the southern half of the lake facing the morning sun. The site
was very large, sheltered by pine trees, had a clean pine needle carpet, had
a beach, was flat with a couple of tables, had large logs for seating, and had
a nice fire-pit with firewood ready to ignite. The three of us in the initial
travel group leisurely set up the camp by gathering firewood, setting up
group tarps, and preparing ropes to hang barrels or packs on the steel cable
provided. We also had some time to fish for trout and none were caught.
In mid afternoon, travelers Judith, Suze, and Heather arrived in one canoe,
a Souris 17 foot ultra-lite, and set up their equipment on the site.
Much later in the day, as darkness was approaching, Joanna and Anatoly
arrived with a warm welcome and now all RACCC travelers were on site.
It should also be noted that we were very fortunate with the bug situation.
Although at times there were bugs around the campsite, in the canoes, and
on the portages, overall the bugs were not bothersome and in the coolness
of the evening and mornings they were mostly non existent.

Another item to note is that Jerzy brought along his latest invention. It was
a home made wood stove that burned small pieces of wood or pine cones.
It is similar to the home made rocket stove except it was bigger, easy to lite,
it created lots of heat, and it used very little fuel. As it turned out the pine
cones seemed to be the best fuel. Meals that used water, like spaghetti,
chili, or stews were easily made. It easily boiled a pot of water for dishes or
washing without refueling. I am sure that Jerzy would be happy to bring it
on his next trip; perhaps an improved version based on this experience.
An interesting canoe that Flossy used was her own solo ultra-lite. It was 12
feet long and a mere 22 pounds so a couple of people in the group,
including myself, were anxious to try it out.
The following is the full RACCC travel group to St Andrews. The group
numbered eight in total, plus friends Mike and Sarah (and dog Neuton) who
were visiting on Sunday for the evening meal. This group size is perfect for
an Algonquin trip since the Park allows nine travelers on one site.

Rain was threatening and expected on Saturday, May 19th. Undeterred,
four of the group traveled to a nearby lake in search of brook trout. Upon
reaching the lake, the reports from other fisher people had dismal reports
on the fishing. However, as we chatted with the campers, one of them
caught a nice brook trout right in front of their camp. We just brought
them good luck, and this flamed our own excitement to catch some trout.
So we had one canoe with us for two fisher people, and two stayed on
shore and began fishing. Very soon the rain started and became heavy for
the next two hours. There were many canoes on this lake trying to catch
trout, and it seemed that very few were being caught. However, with
much observation and varied fishing techniques, trout were caught for
supper. There were four fry pans full of trout cooked that evening; enough
trout to complement an already fabulous outdoor meal.
A St Andrews Trout Meal

Judith Scored Largest Trout

Joanna and Anatoly traveled the loop to Opalescent Lake which includes
one portage of almost 2 kms. The loop consists of seven portages for a
total portage length of over 5 kms. Even though ambitious and raining,
they were back in camp for supper to enjoy the evening meal.

On Sunday six of us traveled to two satellite lakes looking for trout and
none were found. Despite not catching any trout, it as a very nice day trip
to explore new county. The day again was almost perfect with bright
sunshine, very little wind, and hardly any bugs.
Back at the campsite, Mike and Sarah arrived to visit. They were camped
on Stratton Lake with an energetic dog named Neutron. A group meal was
enjoyed by all on a very nice spring day.
On the last day, five of the group traveled down the Barron River on the
north end of St Andrews Lake to see the High Falls. There are actually two
sets of high falls on the river; one on the east branch and another on the
west branch of the Barron River. It is difficult to determine which was the
most spectacular…. will leave that to personal preference.
High Falls West Branch

High Falls East Branch

The High Falls west Branch is right below the location that many people call
“The Slide”. It is a natural formation in the rapids that has actually created
a water slide, and it is a very popular location to visit in the summer when
the water is not as strong and cold. It is a day trip from Achray, normally
reached via canoe, or there is a long trail from the Achray Road, or there is
a network of hiking trails that start at Achray.

In the history of Algonquin Park there is a famous group of painters called
the “Group of Seven”. Well, for our “Group of Eight” there was one
painter who may also become famous; Heather, who completed this
original painting of St Andrews Lake as the evening fell. The lake became as
smooth as glass, and the tranquil mood and setting is nicely captured in this
original painted beside the warmth of the fire pit.

In summary, this was a very nice, successful canoe and fishing trip to St
Andrews Lake in Algonquin. I would highly recommend this area for group
or family travel. It is easy to reach within a day, has some good fishing,
great campsites, short portages, has the slide, and is very scenic.
The goals of the trip were met including securing a great campsite, catching
trout, seeing spectacular water falls, exploring new lakes and rivers,
enjoying fabulous food, and enjoying club friendships.

